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From the President
John Flint

Happy New Year to all SBW members, I hope
everyone had an enjoyable time over the break.
The weather has been as hot as ever. It was a good
reminder of the dangers of the heat when on my
regular suburban walk near Garigal National Park
the reserve had been closed by the council. So a
reminder to members to also check the conditions
and closures on any walk they might be planning,
and take precautions or postpone the walk if
conditions are too severe.
A quick note that the call is out for autumn walks.
This will include the Easter and Anzac day holidays
and autumn has some of the best conditions
around for walking with long days but cooler days
(hopefully).

Another note is just a mention that a special email
will soon be sent out regarding committee positions
for 2017. The AGM is not till the 2nd week of March
but we need to plan early. A few of the committee
have been around for a while and will be moving off
the committee at the AGM. Four or five positions
will need to be filled. Whether you have been a
member for some time or a recent member, all
can contribute. Most committee positions are not
that onerous so consider giving some time back to
the club. Regardless of one exceptional matter, the
committee work has been fun and convivial with the
monthly meetings a friendly meet up with a team
of dedicated volunteers. I don’t think anyone would
regret time served on SBW committee, and it is a
chance to get some useful skills and experience. I
commend every member to giving consideration to
taking up a role in 2017.

Social Program
Wed 15 February - Walking in the Dolomites and sailing in Croatia. The Dolomites are a stunning
range of mountains in Northern Italy. Generations of walkers have visited them. Recently a group from
SBW spent a week walking in the Dolomites, a circuit walk which took in much of the best scenery of the
mountains as well as the hospitality of some of the many rifugios (mountain huts) that are located there.
But the Dolomites are much more with a fascinating military history, a culinary blend of Italian and
Austrian cultures and even the odd rockslide or two. So hear Jan Spencer and David Bell talk about their
recent walk there and how some continued on a 42 foot Croatian yacht called “Travels with Tin Tin IV”
exploring tiny islands, secluded coves, traditional fishing villages, historic seaside towns and swimming
in the crystal clear Adriatric Sea.
Wed 8 March - Club AGM. Come and meet other club members whilst thanking the outgoing committee
for their good work, elect a new committee or be elected yourself.
If you have any ideas for social events, contact Tracey Avolio: social@sbw.org.au
All meetings are held at the Kirribilli Neighbourhood Centre, Fitzroy St Kirribilli and start at 7.35 pm.
The KNC is within easy walking distance of Milson’s Point station.
Why not join other club members for dinner at “The Pizzeria Rio”, a cheap pizza place that is next door
to the Kirribilli Neighbourhood centre in Fitzroy Street. Club members assemble there from 6.00pm on.
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The 2016 SBW Canyoneer of the year is… Alan
Osland!
Richard Pattison

For the 2nd year in-a-row, Alan Osland is the best
canyoneer in the club, rated on the most important
attribute of canyoneering: quantity of ticks. There
were 34 SBW canyon trips in 2016, up 3 from 2015,
summing to a total of 53 canyon days. Terry Moss
led the most trips (7), while David Carmichael led
the most numbers of days (14) through remote
extended trips.
Personally, I’ve never agreed with the ACA’s (Aussie
canyon assoc) calendar year awards, I’ve always
thought the awards should be aligned to the season
just like other sports i.e. canyoneer of 2016/7
season. However, it seems the calendar year period
is preferred as it matches the European awards.
Neil Soutar continued his form placing high in the
standings again, while David, Ed and Jo steppedup a place each. Tom Brennan posted his highest
SBW tick tally of his entire membership placing 6th.
It’s encouraging to see the 2014 SBW canyoneer of
the year Lucy Keatinge back after injury and easing

back-in ready for her 2017 campaign.
Damon de Costa worked hard (difficulty 6/10) for the
least reward of any member, Damon’s low canyon
quality average (Brennan scale 3) determined by 3
sheep-dippings at the hands of this author.
Damon may need to take some advice from Sue
Bucknell who selected the highest quality canyons
on offer in the programme. Sue was just about to
depart for 6 months’ volunteering in South Sudan
and selected high quality objectives to bid farewell
to the Aussie bush.
In terms of toughness, Melissa Thomas receives my
greatest admiration, she’s my kind of canyoneer,
she goes hard! Melissa selected the most difficult
canyon trips of any member in 2016, like the
Surefire-Heart Attack connection in-a-day, and “the
bunch of W’s” at Mount Wilson. You should marry
Melissa Rich! (Editor)

Have you seen the latest Colong
Foundation Bulletin?

If not, you can download it from the
Colong Foundation website at:
www.colongwilderness.org.au
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The latest edition of the
Bushwalking NSW magazine is available for
downloaded at:
http://www.bushwalkingnsw.org.au/bushwalkerarchives/
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The Great South West Walk Solo December 2016
Don Andrews

The GSWW in Victoria is a 255km circuit walk with
14 camp sites for walkers, each with a shelter,
toilet, water and fire place. There are two towns
with public transport equal distance apart, Portland
and Nelson. It can be walked in either direction for
the whole or part of the distance.

I started the walk on 8/12/16 from Portland and
finished in 14 days. Averaging 18km a day, the
shortest day was 13km and the longest 35km. The
track is marked with red arrows on all essential
turns but there are not a lot of reassurance marks
as on the Bibbulmum Track where if you did not
see a marker in 10 minutes of walking you knew
you were going the wrong way. I used the Broad
Sheet map that was hopeless, with the $15 Victoria
map it would be easy. I missed the markers or
went the wrong way 3 times while day-dreaming or
anticipating the direction of the track. It was easy to
get back on track with the GPS.

Camp a group of Scouts were paddling the river. At
Battersby Camp I shared a camp fire with caravan
campers. I met 2 backpackers walking from Nelson
to Portland the next day, stopped for lunch at
Pattersons Camp then on to Simpsons Camp. It was
a nice walk along the river. The track goes in to
SA for 2km but Simpsons was not a nice camp so
I walked another 3 km to the Nelson Pub. A hard
35km day, I collected my food drop from the PO
at Nelson and stayed at the pub for $45 a night. A
good 7 day walk with lots of birds and animals, the
track is a mix of road, 4x4 track, old logging tracks
and walking tracks similar to the Bibbulmum Track.
The next section is along the coast back to Portland.
A long beach walk all the way to Monibeong Camp
as I missed the inland track turn off but at low tide
it was a nice walk on hard sand. The beach walk to
Swan Lake had some soft sand and the walk from
the beach through the sand hills to the lake was
good. At the lake the water taps have signs saying
“Untreated Bore Water Do Not Drink”. The water
was safe to drink. I walked the inland track over Mt
Richmond to Tarragal Camp. Then the next day to
a cave at Bridgewater Lake and on to the Springs
Camp.

From Portland, the first camp was Cubbys then
through the Cobboboonee Forest, not stopping
at CutOut Camp, and on to Cobboboonee Camp,
Fitzroy Camp and Moleside Camp on the Glenelg
River. I did not see any one for 5 days. At Moleside

3
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The track goes around Cape Bridgewater to the
Kiosk then along the beach and coast to Tarewalla
Camp. Then around Cape Nelson through the Wind
Farms to Mallee Camp which was the only camp
without a fire place and with tent pads. Then the last
day was to Portland. I stayed at the Gordon Hotel
for $40 a night. The coastal section was fantastic,
better than the Cape to Cape in WA and as good as
the southern end of the Bibbulmum Track.
The walk would be a good training walk for the
Bibbulmum as it has similar track conditions. A good
map and a tide chart are needed as the beaches are
low tide only.
The weather was a mixture. I started in wind and
rain, 2 days were overcast, one hot 30 degrees day,
rain on 3 nights, A 30 knot southerly along the
beach and a 35 to 45 knot southerly on cliffs to the
Springs. I thought it would be hot but overall it was
cold for December.
The whole of the track is maintained by the Friends
of the GSWW, all are volunteers and do a good job.
There is Telstra 3G on some of the high points. I got
reception every day by trying the likely spots.
My base weight was 5 kg with 6 days food and fuel
it was 10 kg + water.
Safety Gear, a beacon, a GPS, a mobile phone and a
solar battery charger.
Solo walking can be unsafe!

SBW members are eligible for Free Paddy Pallin Club membership.
Mention the Paddy Pallin ad in this newsletter and they will honor this offer!
2016 December SBW Newsletter
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Discovering Flinders Island
Vivien de Rémy de Courcelles

Two guidebooks present a number of track notes for
walks. Flinders would be a great place to organise
a week long stay similar to the Christmas in the
Snowies week that David Trinder organises every
year.
During our 8 days on the island we did several walks.
We started with a climb of Mt Strzelecki: only about 6
km return but 750 m climb up and down offer some
great views over most of the island. Unfortunately
we had to stop some 50 m from the top as the wind
was blowing so hard that we could not stand up on
the rocks!

“Where is it?” It is the most common reply when
announcing our holiday plans. We also got “ah yes
they make cheese there”. Like King Island, the
one with cheese, Flinders is in Bass Strait but on
its Eastern part and is one of 50-odd islands of the
Furneaux Group of islands.
Flinders is about 65 km long and 35 km wide, counts
about 900 permanent residents, many farms,
abundant wildlife, magnificent empty beaches and
a lot of roadkill! More importantly one national park,
a few nature reserves and the relief of the island
offers potential for a good variety of walks including
multi-day walks along the coast since the fringe 30
m above the high tide mark is Crown Land. There is
also a good network of trails and tracks and three of
Tasmania’s 60 great short walks are set on Flinders.

There are several settlements including Whitemark,
Lady Barron, Emita, Killicranklie and Palana. Only
Lady Barron and Whitemark, both on the southern
half of the island, have shops and a hotel. Access is
via ferry from Bridport on the Tasmanian mainland
or flying in a 19-seater plane (13 kg baggage
allowance) from Melbourne Essendon or Launceston.

5

Another of the more famous walks on the island
is the Trousers Point to Fotheringate Beach walk.
Also part of Mt Strzelecki NP, it is a totally different
walk to the previous one, following the coast and
enjoying some great views to the outer islands as
well as observing the intricacies of the Kalcenite (a
type of limestone) rock formations.

Up north, a stroll along Killicrankie Beach was
followed by some rock hoping on the strip of Crown
land mentioned above to avoid a private property
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before we found an overgrown trail to the beautiful
beach of Stackys bite. After morning tea we pushed
on to Old Man’s Head which sticks out between
a spur and the ocean. Back the same way with a
second swim at Stacky’s Bite.

There are several routes to climb it but the best for
us involved a 1.5 km scrub bash. We hoped that it
would be waist deep scrub at most and that Justine
could use a piggy-back if it was too dense for her
liking. We did carry her... for about 30m of the
forecasted scrub... the other 1.470m were covered
with 3m tall trees! She actually fared better than
her parents because the clearest part was between
ground level and 1m high. At least the views at the
top were worth the effort and so were the amazing
granite boulders. And to keep in line with Flinders
being a bit of a secret gem, we found a track marked
with cairns and even signs. It has clearly been cut a
few years back and more trackwork done recently.
Most amazingly, none of the guide books mention it!

We were told that islanders from the south make
the trip north to North East River for weekends or
holidays. We had to check it out and indeed found
several shacks there. We also found a great little
loop involving beach walking, a mix of easy and
tricky rock hopping and finally a scenic trail to close
the loop. There were plenty of rock pools teeming
with sea life along this stretch of coast.
We finished our walk with a detour to The Dock
which scored as equal first as our favourite Flinders
beach. Maybe alone in first position if you consider
the offer of bubbly to toast Christmas with a couple
camping there, but the judges cannot be bought!

Another location and another walk. We had observed
Mt Killicrankie from our deck for four days.

We did a few more shorter walks, visited other places
and lookouts, observed birds from the provided
shelters, swam at empty beaches and generally
unwinded by getting into the island pace of life.
If you are thinking of visiting Flinders Island the best
place to start is the Visit Flinders Island website.
More photos here.
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Walks and Activities Report
Emmanuelle Convert
Leaders: After the activity, please fill in the google form on the SBW website here. Email your photos to
editor@sbw.org.au
Please keep the signature sheet as this is a legal document. If you want your report to be published as an
article, email the report and any photos (jpeg or tiff format) to editor@sbw. org.au.

18 - 9 May 2016

Spain: Two Caminos

Spain

Leigh McClintock

Two contrasting walks, with a total distance of about 400 km. Toledo and Avila
are marvellous cities; we spent an extra day in each of them. I had the best gin
tonic ever, in Avila. In Toro, Robert had a close-up look at the Queen of Spain,
who had come to open a cultural exhibition. We met hardly anyone else on
this first walk. The Camino Aragones is particularly lovely, starting from a pass
over the snow-capped Pyrenees, then running westwards parallel to the great
range, which was always in view. Quite a few walkers on this Camino, and of
course many more once we joined the Camino Frances at Puente la Reina.

Robert McIlwaine

28 May 2016 Centennial Park - Basic Skills Workshop

Ian Thorpe

NA

Basic navigation, bush craft and first aid skills required for Prospective Members seeking to advance to Full Member status.
Alex Alperovich
Juliet Baddeley
Alladdin Bajwa
Anita
Burgermeister
Annette
Comerford
Michele Deason
Emily Deck
Matthew Dickerson

Brenda Gale
Marivic Galinato
Sue Hailstone
Janet Hanson
Louise Hollands
Caroline Houghton
Ian Houghton
Gouri Kancharla
Puru Karki
Linda Eggington

12 Jul 2016

Jacqueline
Keatinge
Gemma Kovaloff
Sara Ladd
Jenny Lian
Daniel Louw
Sandra Louw
Gail MacKenzie
Rachel Marnell
Caroline Mclaren

Belrose Explorer

Antony Milch
Doug O’Brien
Chris Petersilge
Matthew Phillips
Verica Sekulic
Viviana Sepulveda
Flores
Denise Woodcock
Lucy Xiao
Garigal NP

Tuesday night walk instead of a Thursday night walk. Good fun exploring some
of the tracks in an area not often walked by SBW.

Visitors
Cathy Piggott
Jay Ponazecki

Alex Allchin
David Angell
Tom Brennan
Jim Close
Glenn Draper
Neil Hickson
Thuy Ho
Lucy Keatinge
Lisa Sheldon
Rod Wales

Genevieve Savill
Angela Beveridge
Peter Beveridge
Philip Worledge
Tracy Edwards
P Member
Viviana Sepulveda
Flores

27 Aug - 16 Sep 2016

AV2

Walk was completed as intended.

7

Dolomites World Heritage Area

Kenn Clacher
Kenn Clacher
Edith Baker
Rod Wales
Marcia Kaye
Alan Osland
Amber Osland
Peter Love
Jeff Boyd
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10 - 17 Sep 2016

Charlotte Pass Skiing

Kosciuszko NP

Yes

Kenn Clacher
Neil Hickson
Angela Barton
Sheila McDowall
There may have
been other SBW
members.
Visitors
Total attendance was
35.

31 Oct - 17 Nov 2016

Western Japan

Japan

9 walkers

Leigh McClintock

24 trains

Charles Russell
Richard Darke
Lynette Preston
Patricia Huang
Karen Kool

8 buses

P Members

Taxis, boats and ropeways

Jennie Kelso

Countless Kirins and Asahis (draft, canned and bottled)

Visitors

Sightseeing days in Hiroshima and Matsue

Stephanie Miller
Milton Webster

10 mountains
10 Prefectures

Lots of fun
1 Dec 2016

Darri and Warrimoo

Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

Bushwalking starting in twilight and finishing with head torches - around 2hrs
and 45 mins. It was great to see so many prospectives join our medium paced
night walk and thanks so much to Phil and Tracy with their knowledge of the
tracks and directions. Everyone finished well even though it was a warm and
humid evening.

Susan Healey
Tracy Edwards
Phil Worledge
Melinda Long
Jenny Stephens
Joan Chan
P Members
Alexander Mitchie
Tina Corbridge
Ian Corbridge
Belinda Smith
Sue Baar

Can’t think of a walk to lead?
There are well over 1,000 overnight and extended trips outlined in the Historical Walks Database, found
by logging in to the Members Area on our website and following the link to Historical Walks Record
www.sbw.org.au
Here you will find a list of all the overnight or extended walks run by the club from its inception to the
present day. Look at the region you are interested in and see what walks have been done there in the past!
Use this wonderful resource to help plan your next walk!
2016 December SBW Newsletter
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3 Dec 2016

Leura - Wentworth Falls

Blue Mountains NP

A great day for magnificent views of Jamison Valley and its surrounding hills
from high on the clifftops. We enjoyed great views of Mt Solitary, the Three Sisters, Sublime Point, Narrow Neck, Wentworth Falls, and King's Tableland. The
Overcliff and Undercliff Tracks were really good fun as the tracks took us along
a number of cliff ledges and though some long low caves. We made our way to
the top of Wentworth Falls, and then followed Darwin's Walk alongside a very
pretty babbling brook until we reached Wentworth Falls and some welcome coffees and milkshakes. (Photos by Rachele Rugiero.)

Nigel Weaver
Glenn Draper
Cathy Hui
Wendy Drapac
Rachele Rugiero
Michael Barton
Melinda Long
Jan Dormor
P Member
Mette Kirk

3 Dec 2016

Colo River via T3 track

Mountain Lagoon

After meeting at Bilpin, we carpooled our way through Sam's Way to reach the
start of the firetrail. The group made light work of this track, speeding along
and then down the ridge to the viewpoint called "The End of the World". We had
morning tea (where one of us actually did have a cuppa). Phones were whipped
out for photos as we peered admiringly across at the majestic walls fencing
the winding Colo. Onwards we trundled, down the ridge and towards the river,
some parts steep, other parts slippery with loose leaves and dirt.
Upon reaching the 'beach', off came the hiking clothes of some jumped in the
river, others waded in fully clothed while some were content to cool their heels.
Had a slothful lunch before climbing that great long hill.

Joan Chan
Alexa Bullen
Jade Chang
Peter Marshall
P Members
Nicola Le Couteur
Wilhemina von Bullen

Thanks to a fab group who were great company but also exhibited excellent
team work. I also enjoyed partaking of fried potato bits with sour cream/chilli
sauce and the cold drinks afterwards and to be able to celebrate one of the
group's birthday.
3 Dec 2016

Galah Canyon

Wollemi NP

Lovely day out in this part of the world. Galah is a spectacular canyon in its
lower reaches. Got hit by a brief storm on the exit, luckily just after everyone
had completed the exposed climb out.

Tom Brennan
Rachel Grindlay
Srinivas Gowda
Ross Jamieson
Jon Bell
Visitor
Gill Fowler

Walk updates
Don’t forget to check the Short Notice Activities bulletin for any amendments to the quaterly program
such as changes in walk dates.
Many walks that go into the walks program are planned weeks or months ahead and unforeseen
circumstances can arise in the meantime affecting walk details and dates.
9
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Dharug NP

Roger Treagus

It was a very warm and humid day. The walk was to check on the signage
points needed to guide walkers on the correct Great River walk (GRW) route
when the Mangrove Creek stage is to be opened in the next year or so. So to
walk the route from Ten Mile Hollow to Mangrove Creek which is the identified
GRW way the easiest way to do that was to start from the bottom of Donneys
Track, walk up to Ten Mile Hollow and return on Simpsons Track. The very humid weather got us sweating before long so we were thankful that it was all
downhill after lunch at the Ten Mile Hollow camping ground. It was pretty easy
walking really, all on fire trails but we welcomes the end of the walk which was
a great afternoon tea put on by one of the farmers on Mangrove Creek. Cold
beer, fresh raspberry slices,(thanks to Susan) and a cool verandah was a great
way to finish a walk through our early convict history. The full story of the walk
will be in an article in the magazine soon.

Vincent Murray
Jenny Stephens
Susan Healey

6 Dec 2016

Royal NP

Robert Carter

A rather muggy start for this long mid-week walk that was once again well
supported. Despite the weather forecast for showers throughout the day we
managed to get to Wattamolla for lunch before walking the remainder of the
track in light refreshing rain.

Kylie Carter
Joan Chan
Grace Love
Margaret Rozea
Robert Betos

4 Dec 2016

Great River Walk - Mangrove Creek

Coast Track

NPWS are still undertaking major track works with sandstone block stairs on
Garie headland and numerous sections of raised platforms along the more notorious eroded track section – actually becoming a lot easier to walk this track!
A low tide and low seas allowed us to walk around a couple of headlands that
provided a different perspective to these sections as opposed to going up and
over the headlands.

Visitors
Paul Shields - NPA
Andrew Price - NPA
Joanna Davidson NPA
Peter Davidson - NPA

P Members
Bruce Donnelley
Julie Moffatt

A fantastic group who were all up for a jog towards the end to allow us to catch
the 4:00 pm ferry across to Cronulla (alas no brown paper bags in Bundeena!).
6 - 9 Dec 2016

Yerranderie and Surrounds

Blue Mountains NP

Jan and Graham camped. The rest of us stayed in the very comfortable Post
Office Lodge for $50/head/night.
The walks were all pretty short. The views from Yerranderie Peak are surely
among the best in the Blue Mountains. The route to Colong Gap nowadays requires some bush bashing from the Tonnali Gap fire trail. We missed the turnoff, and considerably overshot. Lynn found the right place when we were on the
way back, but it was hot, and no one could be bothered. Next time! The Tonnali
River had almost no water in it, so the falls and the pools were something of a
disappointment.

Leigh McClintock
David Bell
Lucy Moore
Kevin Williams
Lynn Dabbs
Graham Byrne
Jan Spencer
Marian Plaude
Marcia Kaye

Never mind! We had the whole village entirely to ourselves, and it was delightful.
8 Dec 2016

Thurs Night Walkers Christmas Special

Garigal

Tracy Edwards

What a great fun night out. Everyone came decked in baubles, tinsel and silly
hats – but the prize definitely went to Jenny for best hat! We did get some very
funny looks as we walked through the streets before ducking into the bush.

Jenny Stephens

Isabelle and Pam serenaded us with Christmas Carols Pre-school style complete with hand gestures all the way around. Alex, our chaperone for the night,
decided he needed to break up the party at Cascades having been sensible
enough to check his phone and let us know that we were likely to be getting
very wet very soon. And true to Alex's forecast and Phil Worledge's prediction,
"it always rains on your walks Tracy" we got absolutely drenched getting back
to the cars. At least we didn't need a shower when we got home!

Belinda Smith
Alex Michie
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P Members

Visitors
Isabelle Boller
Pam Holland
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10 Dec 2016

Creeks of the Jamison #1

Blue Mountains NP

Epic. Much harder day than expected, but heck, it was exploratory. Nice going
down to Kedumba River, negotiated around 2 waterfalls in first kilometer - got
turned around at double falls approx 300m before Causeway Creek. Reversed
Kedumba to ascend around cliffline to east and across to headwaters of Three
Sisters Creek to F/T. Light scrub, lawyer vine, very slippery rocks in river,
leeches... but rewarded with great spot for lunch at top of falls with swimming hole. Probably won't head back in a hurry though! Actual grade: L333E
(21kms)

Caro Ryan
Alexa Bullen
Diana Porta
Jaimey Foti
Anna Thorwart
John Currie
Ann-Marie Cooper
P Member
Matthew Waugh

10 Dec 2016

Heathcote to Bundeena

Royal NP

A warm day for this long walk from Heathcote in the south-west of the Royal
to Bundeena in the north-east. Despite this a good solid pace was maintained
throughout with the 4:00 pm ferry easily caught with time to spare for a refreshing drink.

Robert Carter
Melanie Freer
Michelle Rose
Petros Nikoloudis
Damon de Costa
Cathy Hui
Martyne Preston
Peter Marshall
P Member
Roslyn Johnson
Visitor
Leigh Matheson

10 Dec 2016

Govetts circuit, Grose Valley

Blue Mountains NP

This was an uneventful walk - a later start [9 am] - Grand Canyon pretty as
always - eel still present in the pool at Junction Rock - eastern water dragons
at the Rock showing no fear of humans - actually climbed onto Chris's leg to
get at his food - usual warm climb out at the end.

Tim Sutherland
Chris Dowling
Tracy Avolio
Margaret Rozea
Kate Fewell
John Beales
P Members
Belinda Smith
Damien Smith

10 Dec 2016

West Head Rock Hopping

Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

A great day rock hopping around West Head with two swimming breaks in
Flannel Flower beach and Resolute beach. The pace was about 1km an hour in
the rock hopping section. Great views over Broken Bay and Pittwater all day.
Definitely worth doing again.

Bruno De Villenoisy
Cvet Jankulovska
Sue Tiller
P Members
Dinesh Arora
Sarah Binks
Nicola Le Couteur

10 - 12 Dec 2016

Coorongooba canyoning

Wollemi NP

A reward through trip along the rugged Corongooba Creek, exploring several
canyons along the way.

David Carmichael
Alan Osland
Visitor
Rory Hentschell
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11 Dec 2016

Dharug Ridges

Dharug NP

Warm and humid day sapped energy and motivation. Walk curtailed for safety
reasons. Great views over Popran Creek and an unusual angle taking in Mangrove Creek, Gentlemans Halt and the Hawkesbury past Pumpkin Point. Several great rocky platforms including a massive one with axe grinding grooves.
Sense of being way off normal hiking routes was spoiled by graffiti on the rock
declaring that Dom and Rocky were here 29/11/16.
Some nasty encounters with wasps who appeared to be defending nests. Almost everyone received painful bites. Hopefully Dom and Rocky were also on
the receiving end. Will go again and complete the original plan but delay until
winter and after some more reconnaissance.
11 Dec 2016

Nav101 Cowan

Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

John Kennett
Margaret Rozea
Robert Carter
Angela Beveridge
Geoff Goodyer
Andrew Vilder
Alexa Bullen
P Member
Margaret St Hill
Don Finch

Mark and Glenn traveled with me from Forestville and we arrived at Cowan
at 8:10 am the traffic was much lighter than expected with no hold ups at
all. On arrival at Cowan Mark was soon into his Nav101 training. Alex arrived
soon after and the time waiting for the 8:35 train was put to good use. The
preliminaries were extended in the hope that the three missing party members
would arrive or call but at 9:05 the decision to abandon them was taken and we
moved off soon after. The latest Cowan Auto-Generated Series-January 2016
map has some corrections as to where the track actually goes, it is now more
accurate than the older maps and this is unfortunate because it was always a
good lesson to discover that the map can be wrong. The track down to Jerusalem Bay is now shown to cross the creek to the eastern side. The walk down is
a delight punctuated with many stops to determine position and work out the
various feature expected and recognised as they came into view. After a short
break the party headed up Govett Ridge which is another place where the track
position has been corrected. Alex was increadulous and unable to believe that
I had been a member for 52 years. The person with the longest membership
that I know of is Shirley Dean and there could be others. Anyway I digress,
the climb soon proved to be hot work but after a short stop and some nav at
the top the party moved on down again to a small creek then up to Vize Spur
along another corrected track position. Lunch was had in some shade on Vize
Spur it was hot and the water needed. The climb up to the fire trail warmed us
up after the break. The navigation committee of Alex and Mark were charged
with finding where to leave the fire trail to go onto the ridge over SH 177 leading to Porto Ridge. Not many people go this way and the scrub is thick at times
requiring attention to the compass course and a sharp eye as to which way the
ridge top is running. The old Porto trig station was found and soon after the
much more distinct track leading out to Peak Hill was cut and followed along
Porto Ridge. The surveyors mark of lock and spit was noted not far from the
drop off at the northern end of Porto Ridge. It was now seriously hot and talk
turned to cold beers at the Fisherman's Rest still a few kilometers away. The
route down through the short cliff is well marked by rock cairns. The road was
found soon after and a more direct route into Brooklyn was taken. The leader
was shouted two beers, thank you, but was refused permission to sing. The
4:37 pm train left the station right on time, and passengers intending to alight
at the short platform at Cowan must be in the last four carriages, which we
were this time! I think everybody learnt a bit about navigation and the walk
was enjoyable if a bit hot.

Glenn Draper

13 Dec 2016

Royal NP

Robert Carter

A pretty hot day for any type of physical activity however we managed to stay
in shaded forest for most of the walk with exposure to the sun on our final leg
up Engadine Creek and into Heathcote – with plenty of short breaks for a drink
and to cool down as best we could.

Margaret Rozea
Grace Love

Waterfall to Heathcote
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P Members
Mark Thieben
Alex Alperovich
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17 Dec 2016

Pagodas etc… of Mount Airly South

Mugii Murum-ban

ok

Yuri Bolotin
Keith Muir
Murray Henwood
Alex Allchin
P Member
Anna von Dewitz
Visitor
Richard Stiles

17 - 18 Dec 2016

Jenolan River Camping

Blue Mountains NP

We had nice sunny weather after 3 days rain in Sydney.Managed to visit Tarpot
spur by going too far right off Tinpot Mt - so had an enjoyable off track period back to Quartpot. Reached the always pretty fisherman's campsite on the
Jenolan at 4-ish.
Crossing a swollen, muddy Cox the next morning was challenging - it had beed
a bit murky the day before.

Tim Sutherland
Alexa Bullen
Huw ap Rees
Skye O'Donnell
P Member
Matt Waugh

Kelpie Point readings were 0.08 [Fri] , 0.16 [Sat] , 0.16 [Sun 9 am] rising to
0.27 [Sun 9 pm].
By contrast, Breakfast creek was dry - the first real flow was up stream from
the Pots and Pans spur. That area is a real rain shadow!
We had the usual warm climb up Hobbles with frequent pauses, arriving back
to the cars at 12:30 pm.
Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

Robert Carter

Nice walking weather for this relatively short however brisk paced training walk
prior to the Christmas craziness.

Anna Thorwart
Jose Correa
Glenn Draper
Jim Collier
Carley Finn

18 Dec 2016

Cowan to Berowra

No issues however we were a bit slower than intended on the hills however this
did not detract from the Christmas cheer at the Berowra RSL!

P Members
Wilhelmina von
Buellen
Rita Riccio
18 Dec 2016

Adventure in Wollangambe River

Blue Mountains NP

Six of us met at Mount Wilson Fire Station, and started walk to Pheasants Cave
and Chinamans Hat Rock before adventure in Wollangambe River. Water temperature in river was a little bit cold for swimming but it was very pleasant for
walking. Water in some area was too deep (over head) we had to climb up to
bushes and back to water again and again due large rocks obstructing the way.
It took over 3 hours to walk in river for about a km. Wild Wollangambe river
looks pretty beautiful. Having iced watermelon and beers was great reward to
us after the walk. We will go back in early Feb 2017 for more adventure.
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Peter Cai
Jade Chang
Sue Tiller
Scott Lee
Bruno De Villenoisy
Visitor
Max Wu
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20 Dec 2016

La Perouse to Bondi

Eastern Suburbs

A very nice warm day with crystal clear views and an onshore breeze for this
long walk along the coast from La Perouse to Bondi. The near perfect weather
and the fast approaching festive season certainly brought out the crowds along
the many beaches.
Great views along the coast abounded and dodging the occasional golf ball
provided a little bit of excitement.
This was our final mid-week walk for 2016 and it was great to have a number
of regulars and some new faces join together and finish the walk at the Hotel
Bondi for a few refreshments before heading home.

24 Dec 2016

Wentworth Falls circuit

Blue Mountains NP

Enjoyable walk, good company, no dramas.
Itinerary was changed to include National Pass and Wentworth Pass and delete
Roberts Pass. Lunch was at Hippocrene Falls.
25 Dec 2016

Cowan to Cowan

Walked as planned.

Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

Robert Carter
Margaret Rozea
Gordon Jagger
Barbara Laborczfalvi
Joe Laborczfalvi
Kylie Carter
Rosemary MacDougal
John Kennett
P Members
Nicola Le Couteur
Bruce Donnelley
Chris Dowling
Skye O'Donnell
Lisa Ochs

Anthea Michaelis
Glen Draper
Charles Russell
John Michaelis
Misako Sugiyama?
Lisa Oaks
Alexa Bullen
P Members
Nicola Le Couteur
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26 Dec 2016

Sassafras Gully and Lost World L/O

Blue Mountains NP

Alexa Bullen

A forecast high of 32 degrees at Springwood made for a warm climb up to the
lookout, but views as far as the CBD towers made it worthwhile. A dip in Glenbrook Creek afterwards cooled us down. We met lyrebirds and water dragons,
but undoubtedly the biggest talking point of the day was the encounter with a
bushwalker climbing up to the lookout while wearing a t-shirt, boots and nothing in between. I didn’t stop to ask how he dealt with the spiky foliage on that
part of the track.

Mark Wigley

26 Dec 2016

Neil Soutar

Arethusa Canyon

Blue Mountains NP

This canyon has a bit of a reputation for being a long day resulting in frequent
benightment. This is probably generally due to the route taken. If however, you
take the abseil route in, and the climbing route out, you are never, at any point
in the day, more than 1.5km from the car. What could be hard about that. Not
being overly fond of walking, this sounded like the best option to me.

Jo Squires
Ed Squires

The approach was easy, followed by about 70 meters of abseil into the canyon,
a good few of which were freefall.
The canyon itself was fairly short, but pretty and certainly interesting, with a
few swims, some climb downs and several jump ins. There was even the pleasure of hearing the phrase “Swim to the left – there’s a snake in the water”.
Normally, I’ve got a bit of a problem telling left from right, but the thought of
literally coming face to face with a snake was enough to help me guess correctly.
The highlight of the canyon was probably the abseil into a pothole, then out
through a keyhole and down beside a quite substantial waterfall. By lunchtime,
we were at the end overlooking Govetts Creek, and Fortress ridge. Almost finished already. Too easy!
Now for, 3 pitches of climbing. The pitches were all bolted, although the first
bolt on the last pitch was practically at the top, which is probably what made
this feel like the hardest pitch of the 3. All this took a bit longer than expected,
but by the last pitch we were a slick, well organised team and finally we were
up.
However, it still wasn’t over. We now had to scramble up following – but not
using – numerous ancient ‘Bunnings style’ ropes, and stuff that looked like old
seat belts. Then finally, a good fixed rope up a slab – pity it was tied to a blackened stump. Next up, four or five rocks piled on top of each other to make a
wobbly tower from which we could reach a sling to help pull ourselves over an
overhang. All character building stuff.
At the top we paused to congratulate ourselves and admire the views before
the long 1km trudge back to the car. A grade 3 canyon. Hmm maybe a bit
harder the way we went, but an achievement, and definitely one to do again.
All up about 8 hours, so well within the 6 to 13 hours I had predicted.
Kosciuszko NP

Owen Kimberley

The walk was essentially as programmed but the length of walking each day
was adjusted to suit forecast bad weather. Walking conditions were generally
good except for one and a half days but we fortunately were able to spend
those two nights in comfort at The Schlink Hilton Hut. Blue skies on the last
two days with magnificent wildflower displays.

Michele Powell
James Blair
Caroline Houghton
Ian Houghton

26 - 1 Jan 2017

Snowies - Mt Jagungal

P Member
Helen Zimmerman
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26 - 2 Jan 2017

Christmas in the Snowies

Kosciuszko NP

Ten leaders organised about 20 walks with varying distances from 24 km to 4
km. Two days were wet and some people walked on those days. We all love
these mountains, the highest in Australia, and the walking areas are mostly
above the tree line. The weather is wild, the mountains are huge and you can
see for kilometres. The vegetation is different, being covered with snow for half
the year, and the rocks are all granite. Where there are trees they are twisted,
multi-coloured Snow Gums.

P Members

Visitor

Diana Correa
Clare Wang
Yasir Zia
Jenny Lian
Allison Winn

Alicia Pozniac
Jacek Lukaszyk
Ela Lukaszyk
Walter Baer
Michelle Mawer

27 Dec 2016

Rowdon Waller
Arpan Chakravarti
Stuart Schon
Tim Schon
Max Schon
Trixie (friend of
Catharina)

Hungry Beach

Sean (friend of
Catharina)
Anthony Foti
Jasper Foti
Kirk Powell

Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

Congrats to Prospective Chantelle who was the only person to read The Hazards To Be Encountered part of the sign on sheet. No one else noticed the
warning for bull sharks.
A good summer walk with a cool swim at Hungry Beach. Pretty warm, around
30 degrees, made the climbs a bit tough. Beautiful orange and blue angophoras, some great scenery. Some parts of the track leading up to the Challenger
Trail are getting faint from under use.

27 - 31 Dec 2016

Main Range Ramble

Kosciuszko NP

David Trinder
Minfeng Gu
Jose Correa
Tim Yewdall
Christian Vallence
Diana Porta
Jamie Foti
Richard Brading
Karen Brading
Andrew Vilder
Virginia Waller
John Pozniac
Linda Mallet
Graham Byrne
Jan Spencer
John Flint
Catharina Muller
Sandra See
Margaret Rozea
Cathy Hui
Sue
John Kennett
Mark Wigley
Vincent Murray
Misako Sugiyama
Lisa Ochs
Peter Cunningham
P Members
Vignesh Manimuthu
Adrian Doyle
Chantelle Pokai
Robert Carter

A real mixed bag of weather conditions ranging from perfect to wet with high
winds and very limited visibility.

Grace Love
Peter Love

Our original plan was adapted a little to suit the conditions with the intended
high camp on Mt Jagungal or Geehi Forks abandoned due to rain and low cloud/
mist obliterating Mt Jagungal. This was replaced with a day walk from Mawsons
Hut to the base of Mt Jagungal (which was somewhere up there…) and return
via Tarn Bluff and Cup and Saucer Hill. Also our fourth day destination was
changed from Tin Hut to Whites River Hut (via Valentines Hut, Mawsons Hut
and Schlink Hut) to avoid the heavy rain.

P Members
Robert Betos
Peter Christensen

Our first night at Mawsons Hut on 28/12/16 was shared with a total of 30 walkers including Owen Kimberley and David Angell’s groups – and we were trying
to avoid the Boxing Day sales!
Highlights of the walk were the spectacular scenery and ridge top walking, numerous snow drifts visible along the Main Range, two Brumbies in the saddle
near Cup and Saucer Hill and meeting many new walkers.
Overall a good walk with great company and a few learnings along the way to
finish off a very adventurous 2016.
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28 Dec 2016 Charlotte Pass to Mt Townsend and back

Kosciuszko NP

Our party of five walked up the old Kosciuszko road to Rawsons Pass. Took a 10
minute refuge break in Seamans Hut as wind howled outside. Braced ourselves
as we headed back into "a rather strong" headwind - understatement, "bloody
awful" headwind, and up to Rawsons Pass. Across to Muellers Pass where the
wind dissipated! Along and up to Mount Townsend where we lunched and had
terrific views in all directions. Return and contoured round Mount Northcote,
up Mount Clarke and descent down through the herbaceous Snowy flora and
fauna. Sunshine and blue skies came out for our rest at the old chimney ruin
before climbing up the main range summit path to Charlotte Pass. A day of
glorious main range walking. Thanks to Andrew for co-leading and navigating
down through the heathery shrubs.

Virginia Waller
Clare Wang
Christian Valence
Margaret Rosea
Andrew Vilder

Worth a mention - we came across a Copperhead snake on our descent from
Mount Clarke.

29 Dec 2016

Bowens Creek N Upper

Blue Mountains NP

ok

Yuri Bolotin
Steve Skillen
Rob McCormack
Damon de Costa
Shona Lindsay

Blue Mountains NP

Chris Dowling

Enjoyable day, good group, no dramas. Weather was overcast with some very
light rain that was not enough to warrant putting rain jackets on; a better day
for walking than the hot day that had been forecast. Morning tea was in Leura
Forest and lunch was at the Gordon Falls reserve. One participant left the walk
at Gordon Falls Reserve.

Jade Chang
Tim Sutherland
Angela Barton
Miu Pang

30 Dec 2016

Katoomba to Wentworth Falls

P Member
Margaret St Hill

Help needed
Remember to please give leaders plenty of notice if you need to pull out of a walk, so that other members can have the opportunity to take your place.
We continually need to expand our pool of leaders, so if you haven’t put on a walk before, think about
what you might put on the Spring Program. Maybe you have a favourite walk near Sydney that you are
familiar with? Just one walk is all we are looking for.
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